Hiking Waterfalls in Tennessee includes detailed hike descriptions, maps, and color photos for approximately 100 of the state's most scenic waterfall hikes. Hike descriptions include history, local trivia, and GPS coordinates. Most waterfalls in Tennessee are in State Parks, so they're free to visit, but there are also some special options that are worth every penny. Here at Culture Trip, we have chosen our favorite falls to visit in Tennessee. Ozone Falls. Natural Feature. It's also important to note that the falls are located at the end of a strenuous hike: you may have to swim through water and sometimes climb across slippery rocks, but the reward is the view when you get there. More info. This is a truly magnificent waterfall and a Tennessee highlight. More info. Open In Google Maps. Secret Waterfalls in Tennessee. Little to no crowds. Places of instant respite. Explore these off-the-beaten-path Tennessee waterfalls. Add to TripRemove. Share. If you're looking for Tennessee's lesser-known-but-still-strikingly-beautiful waterfalls and cascades, here's your guide to some you may want to check out. Cane Creek Cascades â€“ Spencer. Add to TripRemove. Fall Creek Falls State Park. Explore this hidden waterfall. Located near Smithville, Tennessee, this waterfall's hike is a bit steep to get to but the reward is ample. It's situated on the property of Evins Mill Resort, so call ahead and reserve the day picnic/hike package that's listed for $25. It's a great way to spend a romantic afternoon or family outing. Conasauga Falls â€“ Tellico Plains. Add to TripRemove. Tellico Plains. Twin Falls waterfall is in Rock Island State Park. It straddles White and Warren Counties, with Collins and Caney river forks coming together. The park boasts several waterfalls but Twin Falls is the largest, with an 80-foot drop. The hike to the falls is one mile. It is not a loop, but an out and back type of trail. The elevation gain is minimal and the terrain is pleasant, offering an easy hike to the magnificent waterfall. There is a short hike to the plunging falls, which can be accessed from Evins Mill Resort. For those who wish to take the hike, it is important to call the resort and ask if the trail is available. The property is considered private but it is rare that visitors will be turned away. The hike is a total of one mile, with an easy walk to the falls. It is also possible to swim at one's own risk. Top Tennessee Waterfalls: See reviews and photos of waterfalls in Tennessee, United States on TripAdvisor. Book Online. Highest rated places of interest or tour operators on TripAdvisor, promoting those where there is at least one tour or activity available to book on TripAdvisor. Looking to expand your search outside of Tennessee? We have suggestions. Baby Falls.